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Genomic data in livestock and crops



Growth of genotyped Holsteins in the US



Recombination is rare



What do we want?

• Cheap genotyping for routine breeding

• Cheap whole genomes on huge numbers of individuals for research in 
the short term and breeding in long term
– This may be a route to cheap genotyping

• Cheap high-throughput functional genomics assays



Agriculture is different!

• Harness the family structure of plant/animal breeding
– Few parents
– Many progeny

• Collect
– high-density information on parents  (FEW)
– lower-density information on progeny (MANY)

• Impute parental information into progeny



Genomic selection recipe

Accuracy x Selection intensity x Diversity

Time x “Cost”
Response =

• Build large & diverse training set
• Minimize distance training to prediction
• Test many selection candidates
• Recycle quickly
• Cross strategically
• Optimise

Goddard & Hayes (2009)



How did we do this with SNP technology?

MGD & PGD Sire Dam Candidate Cost Imputation 
r

Info retained 
r

Response/
Cost

384 60K 384 384 $20.58 0.94 0.90 5.25
3K 60K 3K 3K $35.58 0.99 0.96 3.24

6K 60K 6K 6K $48.58 0.99 0.97 2.40

60K 60K 60K 60K $120.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Huang et al. (2012)
Cleveland and Hickey (2013)

#Sires           =        480
#Dams          =   11,884
#Candidates = 100,000

60K array = $120 3K array =  $35
6K array =  $48 384 array =  $20

Accuracy x Selection intensity x Diversity

Time x “Cost”Response =



Simplified view of sequencing
1x = 1 read, 2x = 2 reads, etc., 20-30x is typical
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Genomic platforms

GBS
RADSeq

…

SNP arrays

WGS

Loci covered

Few
10-100

Many
1,000-1,000,000

All
~10,000,000
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Potential of low coverage GBS - animals

• Simulation
– 25 males x 500 females
– genotyping 3K, 10K, 50K or 300K loci with SNP or GBS
– training pop. 500, 1000, 5000, 10000, 20000 or 50000
– predict breeding value in the next generation

RESEARCH Open Access

Potential of genotyping-by-sequencing for
genomic selection in livestock populations
Gregor Gorjanc1*, Matthew A Cleveland2, Ross D Houston1 and John M Hickey1

Abstract

Background: Next-generation sequencing techniques, such as genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS), provide
alternatives to single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays. The aim of this work was to evaluate the potential of
GBS compared to SNP array genotyping for genomic selection in livestock populations.

Methods: The value of GBS was quantified by simulation analyses in which three parameters were varied: (i)
genome-wide sequence read depth (x) per individual from 0.01x to 20x or using SNP array genotyping; (ii) number
of genotyped markers from 3000 to 300 000; and (iii) size of training and prediction sets from 500 to 50 000
individuals. The latter was achieved by distributing the total available x of 1000x, 5000x, or 10 000x per genotyped
locus among the varying number of individuals. With SNP arrays, genotypes were called from sequence data
directly. With GBS, genotypes were called from sequence reads that varied between loci and individuals according
to a Poisson distribution with mean equal to x. Simulated data were analyzed with ridge regression and the
accuracy and bias of genomic predictions and response to selection were quantified under the different scenarios.

Results: Accuracies of genomic predictions using GBS data or SNP array data were comparable when large
numbers of markers were used and x per individual was ~1x or higher. The bias of genomic predictions was very
high at a very low x. When the total available x was distributed among the training individuals, the accuracy of
prediction was maximized when a large number of individuals was used that had GBS data with low x for a large
number of markers. Similarly, response to selection was maximized under the same conditions due to increasing
both accuracy and selection intensity.

Conclusions: GBS offers great potential for developing genomic selection in livestock populations because it makes
it possible to cover large fractions of the genome and to vary the sequence read depth per individual. Thus, the
accuracy of predictions is improved by increasing the size of training populations and the intensity of selection is
increased by genotyping a larger number of selection candidates.

Background
Current applications of genomic selection (GS) in live-
stock are typically based on single nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP) genotypes called from SNP array data.
In practice, combinations of high and low-density SNP
arrays along with imputation are used to reduce the
costs of genotyping [1-3]. These low-cost genotyping
strategies enable increased intensity of selection through
the genotyping of large numbers of selection candidates
or increased accuracy of estimated breeding values
(EBV) by expanding the training population. If datasets

of both phenotyped and genotyped individuals (the
training population) become very large, the predictive
power of GS may be increasingly driven by linkage dis-
equilibrium rather than by linkage information, or, more
usefully, by direct genotyping of causative mutations and
other biologically relevant genomic information [4,5].
Thus, this may provide an opportunity to increase the
power of GS in breeding programs; however, to fully
capitalize on this potential it is necessary to genotype
larger numbers of individuals for a greater fraction of
the genome than what is typically covered by current
SNP arrays.
Use of next-generation sequencing (NGS) techniques

for genotyping could be a viable alternative to current
low-cost SNP array strategies, with the potential to
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Make it cheaper



Expand training



A conceptual way to do cheap genotyping



Equipped with AlphaPeel

Sire

Child 1 Child 2 Child 3 Child 4

Sire reads

Child 1 reads of the 
paternal gamete

Child 2 reads of the 
paternal gamete

Child 4 reads of the 
paternal gamete

Child 3 reads of the 
paternal gamete

Note: Focus is on the reads of the paternal gamete



Total reads of sire gametes
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Use low-coverage reads to build 
consensus haplotypes

Use low-coverage reads and pedigree 
to determine which combination of 

consensus haplotypes 
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Use low-coverage reads to build 
consensus haplotypes

Use low-coverage reads and pedigree 
to determine which combination of 

consensus haplotypes 
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Strategy
Candidate 0.01x
Sire 4x
Dam 1x
Grandsire 10x



AlphaPlantImpute

17 seconds per individual

Individuals can be done in parallel

Small memory requirements

• Software for genotype imputation in plant breeding
• Series of heuristics that capture linkage information



How many reads do we need?
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This study quantifies the potential of low-coverage genotyp-
ing-by-sequencing (GBS) and imputation for cost-effective 

genomic selection in biparental segregating populations. Genomic 
selection can increase the rates of genetic gain by shortening the 
generation interval and selecting from amongst a greater number 
of diverse individuals. Unfortunately, the cost of genomic selec-
tion in early segregating populations is high because the training 
set for the genomic selection model must be large and because 
genomic predictions have to be obtained for a large number of 
individuals (Riedelsheimer and Melchinger, 2013; Hickey et al., 
2014). To enable the use of genomic selection in segregating pop-
ulations, low-cost genotyping strategies need to be developed.

One such low-cost strategy is to use single-nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP) genotyping arrays with high and low marker 
density combined with imputation. This strategy involves a com-
bination of genotyping parents with high-density SNP arrays, 
genotyping progeny with low-density SNP arrays, and imputa-
tion of high-density information from the parents onto progeny 
(Hickey et al., 2015; Jacobson et al., 2015; Gorjanc et al., 2016). 
Although the imputation is imperfect, it provides enough infor-
mation for effective genomic selection in a cost-effective way 
( Jacobson et al., 2015; Gorjanc et al., 2016).

Potential of Low-Coverage  
Genotyping-by-Sequencing and Imputation  

for Cost-Effective Genomic Selection  
in Biparental Segregating Populations

Gregor Gorjanc,* Jean-Francois Dumasy, Serap Gonen, R. Chris Gaynor, Roberto Antolin,  
and John M. Hickey

ABSTRACT
Genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) is an 
alternative genotyping method to single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays that 
has received considerable attention in the 
plant breeding community. In this study we 
use simulation to quantify the potential of low-
coverage GBS and imputation for cost-effective 
genomic selection in biparental segregating 
populations. The simulations comprised a range 
of scenarios where SNP array or GBS data were 
used to train the genomic selection model, to 
predict breeding values, or both. The GBS data 
were generated with sequencing coverages 
(x) from 4x to 0.01x. The data were used either 
nonimputed or imputed by the AlphaImpute 
program. The size of the training and prediction 
sets was either held fixed or was increased by 
reducing sequencing coverage per individual. 
The results show that nonimputed 1x GBS data 
provided comparable prediction accuracy and 
bias, and for the used measurement of return 
on investment, outperformed the SNP array 
data. Imputation allowed for further reduction 
in sequencing coverage, to as low as 0.1x with 
10,000 markers or 0.01x with 100,000 markers. 
The results suggest that using such data in 
biparental families gave up to 5.63 times higher 
return on investment than using the SNP array 
data. Reduction of sequencing coverage per 
individual and imputation can be leveraged 
to genotype larger training sets to increase 
prediction accuracy and larger prediction sets 
to increase selection intensity, which both allow 
for higher response to selection and higher 
return on investment.
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5000 reads

Imputation done with AlphaImputeHMM



Genetic gain as return on investment



Securing the base – sequencing populations cheaply

Cheap whole genomes on huge numbers of individuals for research in the 
short term and breeding in long term
– This may be a route to cheap genotyping



LCSeq for whole population whole genome sequencing

• Sequencing few individuals not 
that useful

• Sequence everybody at low-x 
& impute

• Make the population the target 
not the individual
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Haplotypes in a 100 SNP Core 
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Prototype heuristic phasing algorithm
• Extends our SNP imputation methods (AlphaImpute)
• Heuristic method for imputing low coverage sequence data in livestock
• Identifies individuals sharing haplotypes and derives consensus 

Data (simulated)
46,000 genotyped individuals
1819 sires
941 unique haplotypes in core 1

1x sequence for 1819 sires
1819x of sequence in total
Average x per haplotype = 1.93x 

Error rate = 0 in 123824
Allele yield = 68%
Insensitive to MAF



Target sequence resources based on haplotype scoring
Scoring of haplotypes based on frequency relative to desired coverage
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Percentage of haplotypes sequenced set with 20x of sequence data

Roger Ros Freixedes



For animals with bigger footprints

Algorithm 1 -> WHO to sequence

Algorithm 2 -> At which COVERAGE

Serap Gonen



Algorithm1 – WHO to sequence

Divide chromosomes into n SNP long cores (e.g., n=100)

Build haplotype libraries for these cores across population

Calculate haplotype population frequencies

Find individual whose genome is most representative of population 
“Focal individual”

Mask focal individual’s haplotypes in rest of population



Conditional genomic footprints 

Sum of the top: 
50 individuals ≈ 40% of the unique haplotypes
100 individuals ≈ 60% of the unique haplotypes

Animal ID Conditional footprint count Conditional footprint 
percentage 

Molly 2,792,226 4.75
Polly 2,734,123 4.65
Dolly 1,669,476 2.84
Bob 1,601,064 2.72

Oscar 1,167,786 1.98
Bella 1,099,450 1.87

Bubbles 936,307 1.59
Flora 877,394 1.49

Shaun 865,116 1.47
Timothy 829,297 1.41

59,000 × 2 × (50,000/100) ≈ 59,000,000 slots to be filled



Family based phasing of sequence data

• Different combinations have different costs
– Ancestors: 0 - 1 – 2 – 5 - 10x

– Focal individual: 0 - 1 – 2 – 5 – 10 – 15 – 20 - 30 - 50 - 100x

– £125 to >£20,000 per family 
• Library = £40; 1x whole genome =£85

• Given sequencing coverage per family member…
– … calculate PHASING ACCURACY

3 members4 members5 members7 members 4 members



Accuracy of phasing the focal individual

Mara Battagin



Accuracy of phasing the focal individual



Accuracy of phasing the focal individual



Optimal distribution of £100,000

Conditional footprint - WHO Accuracy of Phasing- HOW

Count ID Conditional 
footprint count

Conditional
footprint 

percentage 

1 Dolly 2792226 5.58
2 Donald 2734123 5.47
3 Lily 1669476 3.34
4 Percy 1601064 3.20
5 Oscar 1167786 2.34
6 Bella 1099450 2.20
… … ... … 

50 Flora 10014 0.02

Accounts for:
• Conditional footprint
• Shared ancestry
• Budget
• Phasing accuracy



Focal individuals and family members

Sample sequencing coverages 

Phasing accuracy given sequencing coverages 

Evaluate
1) Proportion of population haplotypes sequenced and phased
2) Sequencing budget



Optimal distribution of £100,000

• 50 focal families (319 individuals, 249 sequenced) 

• Carry 40% of the haplotypes of which 87% of phase is resolved

Count ID Conditional footprint
count

Conditional
footprint 

percentage 

Family 
sequencing cost 

(£)

Phasing
accuracy

1 Dolly 2792226 5.58 5,380 0.95
2 Donald 2734123 5.47 4,530 0.92
3 Lily 1669476 3.34 3,940 0.87
4 Percy 1601064 3.20 3,935 0.87
5 Oscar 1167786 2.34 3,725 0.81
6 Bella 1099450 2.20 2,200 0.80
… … ... … … …
50 Flora 10014 0.02 1,205 0.18



Resulting sequences



Hybrid peeling for fast and accurate calling, phasing, and 
imputation with sequence data of any coverage in pedigrees

• Three simple insights
– Animals in pedigrees share haplotypes and thus genotypes should be 

called using all animals information rather than in isolation
– Modification of penetrance function in peeling enables this
– Recombination is rare thus segregation indicators can be sparsely 

calculated = computationally tractable peeling for sequence

Andrew Whalen



AlphaPeel

Ac
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Position in pedigree

Computational time: 24 hours for whole genome of 80,000 animals 



Conclusions
• Lots of ways to generate genomic data

• Remarkably few alleles need to be read

• Library preparation is the key missing ingredient
• Our software
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